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Branch Sale
Days 2021
All our usual bargains will be
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equipment and accessories.
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Exclusively available in
the UK from Thorne.

Mineral Bee "Minerals and Trace
Elements For Bees" is 100% natural
minerals, trace elements, amino
acids and fatty acids for honeybees.
It has been scientifically proven to
contain the same key minerals and
trace elements as honey and pollen.
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Buzz Word
Viv Thorn, Chair DBKA
Greetings fellow beekeepers! At this time of year when
things are quietening down in the hive, I like to have a look
round my garden to see what my bees are feeding on. It
gives me great delight to stand by a patch of Persicaria and
just listen to the hum of bees on it. The longer I stand there
the more I see, hundreds of them. Persicaria is a type of
knotweed, but garden species are not as invasive as the
dreaded Japanese Knotweed and are a great source of
nectar and pollen for our bees. The other plants in my
garden attractive to bees at this time of year are
Rudbeckias, Asters and Sedums. It is worth thinking about
planting late flowering plants so that your bees have plenty of forage before they go
into winter.
I have attended both the South West Beekeeping Forum and the DBKA Executive
last month. The SWBKF concentrated on two things. The first was Devon’s
proposition for the BBKA Annual Delegates Meeting in January. Devon is asking the
BBKA to lobby both the Government and Trading Standards to ensure the UK has
robust methods for detecting additives in imported honey. Honey adulteration was
brought to light at the last Apimondia which tested all the UK supermarket own brand
honeys and found adulterants in almost all of them, mainly corn or rice syrup. We also
want the BBKA to actively inform the public about the scale of honey adulteration. Our
proposition is going to be supported by Somerset Beekeepers who are equally
concerned about the scale of honey adulteration in this country. The other topic for
discussion at SWBKF was Education. Several Associations within the southwest of
England are offering study groups via Zoom for different modules and our hope is that
we can signpost people who are interested in taking a module to a study group. If you
would like more information on this, please contact Kathy Lovegrove at
anemone1975@talktalk.net or Tim Allen at timandpatallen@hotmail.com.
The DBKA Executive Meeting was held on 11th September and we heard that
Mike Ticehurst is hanging up his hat as Devon’s webmaster. Mike has fulfilled this role
for many years and has done a fantastic job and we are indebted to him for the
excellent quality of our website. Fortunately, Paul Greening has been working on the
website with Mike for the past year or so and he is going to take over as webmaster; I
am sure he will do an excellent job. Many thanks for stepping up, Paul.
We received a report on the Devon County Show. The Bees and Honey Marquee
made a £2000 surplus this year despite Covid restrictions and a reduced footfall. My
thanks go to Liz Westcott and her team and all the helpers who made our contribution
to DCS so successful.
The DBKA AGM and Beekeepers Day will once again be a virtual meeting via
Zoom. It is going to be held on 11th December at 10 am, so please put this date in
your diary. It is important to attend if you possibly can. The calling notice for
nominations is on the next page and I would like you all to consider whether you might
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be able to stand for the DBKA General Secretary post, Beekeeping Editor or Gift Aid
Secretary. Training and support will be given, so please consider applying, even if you
have no experience in these particular roles. Mike Ticehurst will still be co-ordinating
the eR2 return, but would like to pass on these skills to another beekeeper so that we
have a succession plan. If you have IT skills and a little spare time, please consider
contacting Mike.
There are a number of events coming up across the Southwest for beekeepers.
Somerset is holding a Beekeeping Conference on 12th February 2022, Cornwall is
holding A Bit Of A Do at the end of November 2021, Wiltshire is holding a Bee &
Honey Day with speakers on 9th and 10th October, The National Honey Show is
taking place in Esher, Kent on 21st-23rd October and the BBKA is running another
Asian Hornet Conference in February 2022.
The DBKA Virtual Honey Show date for entries has been extended to the
30th November. There are 19 different classes and all entries are by photo, so get out
your cameras and start snapping!

DEVON BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION
General Secretary - Barry Neal,
10 Oak Tree Road, Whitehill, Birdon GU35 9DF
01420-473522; 07789-435477; gen.sec.dbka@gmail.com
Registered Charity No 270675

Annual General Meeting 2021
The Devon Beekeepers’ Association (DBKA)
2021 Annual General Meeting (AGM) will be held
by Zoom Video-Conference
at 10.00 am on Saturday 11th December 2021.
Proposals for agenda items and nominations for election to DBKA County Officer
posts (the DBKA website has details) must be forwarded to the DBKA General
Secretary no later than Wednesday 10th November 2021.
This year there are vacancies for 4 Officer Roles: President, General Secretary,
Gift Aid Treasurer, and Editor Beekeeping Magazine. Details on the
responsibilities of these posts can be found on the
DBKA website Members’ Area.
The agenda and annual report will be available on the DBKA website and in
December’s Beekeeping Magazine, and the audited annual accounts will be
available on the DBKA website nearer the time.
Zoom Video-Conference joining instructions will be sent out nearer the time, and
members will not need a Zoom account to join the meeting. An e-mail will be
sent inviting everyone to attend the AGM, and afterwards to hear a quality
speaker without the need to travel. A contact e-mail will be provided for everyone
to confirm attendance, and the Zoom link will be sent a day or so before the
event to those attending. This will provide a fairly accurate number of members
planning to attend, and to make sure we have a quorum.
The AGM requires a quorum of 30 DBKA members eligible to vote - Registered,
Partner and Honorary (who were either Registered or Partner Members before
becoming Honorary Members).
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Membership Renewals
Lilah Killock, DBKA Membership Secretary
As you are no doubt aware the membership subscription for Devon Beekeepers
expires on the 31st December.
You will shortly be receiving a renewal reminder email from your Branch’s
Membership Secretary. Please attend to this as promptly as possible and thus avoid
being bombarded by constant reminder emails.
The email will include a link an on-line renewal form. This link is unique to you, so
your data is perfectly safe. Please check the top part of the form for accuracy and fill
in the various boxes in the lower half of the form as needed, checking that your
Branch membership category is correctly shown. Your payment amount will be
automatically calculated.
This form does not create an automatic payment link. Instead an acknowledgment
email will be sent to you showing the payment amount. You will have to arrange for
the subscription fee to be sent to your Membership Secretary or Treasurer or paid
directly by Bank Transfer to your Branch’s nominated bank account. (Paying by Bank
Transfer allows you to pay either straightaway or on a specific date set by you.)
Once your Branch has received the funds, a receipt will be generated and sent to
you. This document contains your BBKA number and is proof of your membership of
BBKA (if applicable), as well as confirming your membership of DBKA. Prompt
payment will reduce the workload of your Branch Membership Secretary, for which
they will be extremely grateful. They, too, are very busy around Christmas time.
If you don’t renew your membership by 31 December, it will be deemed to have
lapsed. Lapsed members’ names are removed from the mailing lists of Beekeeping
magazine and BBKA News and BBKA members cease to have insurance benefits.
Don’t worry if you don’t have computer access, ask your Branch to let you have a
paper renewal form. Complete the form and return it the person named on the form
together with the appropriate payment before 31 December.

COME & VISIT US AT
OUR DEVON BRANCH
OPENING HOURS
Monday to Saturday
10am to 5pm
Closed Bank Holidays
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eReturn2 Manager for Devon
Mike Ticehurst
About two years ago DBKA introduced a data system (commonly known as eR2)
for recording its membership and this is now used by the eleven branches of Devon
Beekeepers to keep track of their members and their membership categories,
payments, etc.
I have been responsible for managing Devon's eR2 membership system since it
started, but I am fast approaching 81 years old, and will shortly be retiring from the
post: it is time that somebody else took over this rewarding role. Whoever it is, will
not be dropped in at the deep end as I hope to be around for a long time yet to give
what training may be required.
The role consists mainly of sending out global emails to Devon members and
setting up access to the system for Branch Officers as and when the branches elect
new officers.
In addition to this, the manager may be asked by the Branches for advice on how
to solve problems that they may have had with the database system. There is a very
helpful support team at the BBKA. (In fact, I am one of that team and will be
continuing in that role.)
If you have experience in using databases, - not necessarily writing them - then you
are halfway there. Good communication skills would be an advantage.
As eR2 Manager, you become an ex-officio member of Devon Beekeepers'
Executive Council which at the moment meets via Zoom every two months. You will
get an insight into the workings of the Executive Council and are part of the decisionmaking processes.
If you think that this prestigious post is for you, then please contact me on
miket@freedom-computers.co.uk and I will happily tell you more.

The Downing Bowl 2021
This magnificent silver bowl is presented annually at the DBKA AGM.The award
has been made since 1965 and is presented to the DBKA member who is considered
to have contributed most to the Association in recent years; both at County
Association level as well as for their Branch. It is a rule that it’s not awarded to the
same person more than once. On four previous occasions it has been awarded to a
husband and wife team.
The decision as to who should receive this prestigious award is decided by the
Award Committee, made up of the current and the two previous years' recipients. The
panel does not suggest names themselves but choose from those given to them.
Every nomination will be considered and all names are kept confidential.
Please send nominations and citations to Jean French via email
JeanFrench1957@yahoo.co.uk or by post to her at 5 Pinewood Close, Plympton,
Plymouth PL7 2DW, to arrive no later than Friday 12th November 2021.
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Let's Bee There
An Initiative to Save Urban Swarms from Death and Destruction
Chris Lloyd
July 2021, late, I finally got a call, “We've got a swarm!” I'd been waiting for this
since early May, having helped set out nuc boxes as swarm traps around Exeter.
In early May this year I was approached by a family friend who asked if I would be
interested in helping with her proposal to set up a community project aimed at
stopping swarming bees in Exeter from simply being destroyed or dying through lack
of suitable nesting sites.
Debs’ idea coalesced during the course of lockdown from concerns about people's
generally fearful response to unwanted swarms on their property and a realisation
that, with our enforced isolation, people were using their gardens more than before
and so were more likely to react defensively to swarms turning up uninvited.
The project has a simple premise: catch swarms and rehome them appropriately.
However, Debs is an imaginative networker and has hopes for including general
education about bees and their environment and, hopefully, encouraging a new
generation of beekeepers through involvement in the management of rehomed
swarms.
As we know, once bees have inhabited a spot for any length of time there is a high
likelihood that another swarm will pitch up to the same spot the following year. Debs
got in touch with Cathy from Exeter Branch who pointed her in the direction of
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Christophe and likely swarming areas. Through Debs' contacts at school and with
councillors, a number of swarm box host volunteers came forward and we set out
nine boxes as a trial at locations around St James, Heavitree, St Thomas and
Exwick.
Setting boxes up as swarm traps was a new experience for me, so I made some
mistakes: the most obvious, in hindsight, being filling the entire nuc box with frames
of drawn comb or frames with foundation (based on my previous experiences with
insufficient frames in a box and the resultant mess of artistically arranged comb).
Cathy had provided Debs with
some lemon grass wipes with
which we duly primed each
box. There is no doubt that
the lemon grass attracted
attention.
However, no bees moved in
until a late July swarm. (We all
know the adage ... a swarm in
July … ) We did attract a
wood hornet queen who very
industriously set about
creating her first cell cups.
Our sole swarming success
She had a swift free lift to
Ashclyst Forest for rehoming.
It turns out that the scout bees judge the size of the potential new home by flying
around inside the box, bouncing off the walls, roof and floor or so I've been (recently)
told. This would explain the rather small size of the swarm that did eventually move
in.
We had been put in touch with a landowner who wanted to have bees on their 'rewilding' field and so this is where the swarm was to go. I collected the swarm box
from Exwick as dusk was falling. I had to encourage a little cluster of guards back
inside the entrance with a piece of sponge wedge, strapped the box together and
popped it into the car. There were heavy clouds rolling in from the south and my Dark
Skies forecasting app gave about fifteen minutes before the rain arrived in Exwick indeed, the first spots of rain hit the windscreen as I left Exwick. I hurried away from
the rain and through the lanes towards Thorverton, hoping to be able to beat the
failing light and the rain.
There was little finesse to my introduction of the swarm to their new home. Our
hosts had built a Warré hive in readiness at the beginning of the summer, so we lifted
off the roof and top bars, spread a white sheet in the classic arrangement at the hive
entrance, then unceremoniously (but gently) tipped the swarm from the nuc box into
the top of the hive. After a few taps we had bees everywhere: a good cluster in the
hive, but the rest attached to the nuc box and coating the sides of the hive. I shook
the rest onto the sheet and went about encouraging them to move towards the hive
entrance. It always amazes me how co-operative they are at this point.
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Within about half an hour they were mostly all inside and a cluster was fanning
pheromones from the entrance. By the time the rain arrived the bees were all tucked
in, warm and dry. Well, dry anyway.
There are a couple of important lessons I take away from this first season:
1. Furnish the box with
only one frame of
drawn comb but use
top bars or empty
frames for the rest of
the box – after all,
they're only going to
be in the box for a day
or two at most. They
start building comb as
soon as they move in,
so I feel that
something is needed
to prevent them
building straight off the
roof;
2. I felt that a bigger
The Warre hive at home
box would be more
attractive than a typical nuc box. A full brood box becomes an expensive option, but
maybe something with an eight-frame capacity or, as was suggested to me this week
by David Packham, a form of double-decker nuc box. I intend to experiment with both
these next season, so there's a bit of building to get through this winter. Fancy giving
a hand?
Mark and Julie's field is currently full of thistles and this was a godsend for the new
colony. Over the following weeks the bees went mad for the thistle flowers, along with
a host of other insects.
In the weeks since we installed the 'girls' we've been feeding them up and they've
nearly filled a box with stores. We've modified the hive to include a crown board so
we could put a feeder in. Other modifications are on the way to aid varroa treatment.
However, this is a very small colony with a very short season left in which to build up.
We're a bit edgy about this little colony's prospects, but we've done as much as we
can for the moment. If they were in your apiary you'd probably want to combine them,
but at least Mark and Julia are now on the road to their beekeeping future. Watch
this space.
Some thoughts on rewilding
There is some controversy in mainstream agricultural and horticultural circles about
rewilding and the most appropriate methodology. I have heard complaints voiced
regarding the immediate invasion of 'pernicious weeds', including thistles, and feel
that it's worth putting forward some argument for these and other prolific native plants
that frequently take over as soon as traditional agricultural practices are suspended.
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Firstly, thistles and docks don't just move in en
masse; they were already there, but were being
suppressed, either by stock or cultivation. Seed
banks last for years in the top soil, just waiting
for an opportunity to grow away.
Secondly, we need to look at the actual
benefits to wildlife from these 'weed' species.
There is no doubting the food value of the thistle
flowers and, later, the seed heads. The plants
support around twenty species of moth and
butterfly. I witnessed a number of hoverflies,
different bumble bee species and other insects
joining Mark and Julie's bees in feasting on the
flowers. As the flowers turned to seed, Mark and
Julie saw flocks of goldfinches descending on
the field – as many as forty at a time.
Another consideration is the longer term cycle
Honeybee on thistle
of vegetation that colonises land when left to
itself; the thistles and dock won't be there for ever. There comes a point where land
becomes 'soured' to a species and, as the previously dominant species declines,
other opportunists invade.
All of nature is a war of competition and opportunism, rise and fall, and one of the
fascinations of the recent rewilding years is watching that process unfold in all its
myriad versions. We eventually see tree species colonising if we allow the process to
continue without any management whatsoever, usually beginning with the 'pioneer
species' such as Birch and Goat Willow, depending on the environment, with apex
species such as Oak and Beech usually being introduced by wildlife later.
We are a meddlesome species and it can be difficult to rein in the natural desire to
control the processes and bend them to something more to our liking, especially if
your background is in any form of land management. I know I'd find myself
introducing species to compete with things like the thistle and dock, and trying to
manage spaces to develop different habitats. But one of the issues with these
pockets of natural vegetation is their generally small-scale and scattered provision. If
one is attempting to encourage the return of species then they need enough forage
for meaningful population growth. Only then can the effects be expected to gradually
enrich the surrounding countryside. So, carving one's land into lots of little pockets of
different habitat would be counterproductive, even if there was some short-term
interest in diversity.
I would like to explore different rewilding projects and habitats in coming issues, so
if you know anyone who's willing to have their project explored and featured, please
get in touch with me at deputyeditor@devonbeekeepers.org.uk. Similarly, the Let's
Bee There project will resume next May, so if you know anyone who would like to be
involved in any way such as hosting a swarm box (new designs and boxmanagement discussions are under way), receiving caught swarms, etc, please get
in touch.
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Abandoned Hive Part 2
Tammy Skinner
In the August issue of Beekeeping, I
told you about the visit Adrian and I
had made to two hives buried deep in a
hedge. The first hive was empty, but
the second did contain some bees.
Due to weather and life, it was some
six weeks later that we returned. This
time, Kevin, a fellow Branch member,
came along to give a second opinion.
When I had last looked in the hive
there were not many bees present,
with no sign of brood or or eggs, and,
of the three supers the bees were in,
one super was full of stores but the
others had just old empty frames, one
of of which the bees had started to fill
with wild comb. All of the hive was a
mess.
Kevin helped me cut back the hedge
to give us enough space to pull out the
hive, and give us room to work. At
this point, the bees started to get
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grumpy but as we were cutting around their hive,
that was not too much of a surprise.
The brood box was just a rotten mess and it was
amazing that it had managed to support the weight
of the supers for so long. When I moved the brood
box it collapsed.
We pulled out the roof and floor from the empty
second hive and used these to make a temporary
base for the three supers from the active hive. The
supers were a poor fit and bees were coming in
and out of the gaps between the supers.
We had forgotten to take a hive tool with us
(Rookie error!) so it was not easy to crack open the
hive, but we looked inside the top of the still active
hive and could see there were a lot of stores.
Kevin suggested a plan of action: to replace the floor, add a brood box, a new roof
and new crown board. It was too late in the season to try a shook swarm; drawn
comb would be needed.
Two days later Adrian and I returned to finish the job. As the hive was leaning
over, we used the remains of the original stand to make a new stand. We put the
new floor into position, and then separated the supers and placed them directly onto
the new floor. As soon as we opened the hive the bees went mad - they were in full
attack mode. At this point, true to “Sod's Law”, the smoker decided to go out.
(Second Rookie error: to let the smoker go out!) I left Adrian to deal with the bees
whilst I tried to relight the smoke. It was obvious that there were far more bees than
when we first saw the hive six weeks ago earlier. That was definitely a positive - it
proved there was a queen present.
The top super was absolutely full to
overflowing with honey. The second
super which had previously had about
a third of the box filled with wild comb
was now full of wild comb, as was the
third super. We put the two supers
with the wild comb on the new floor,
and then added a new super full of
drawn comb. We ending up using a
super of drawn comb in lieu of a
brood box with drawn comb for two
reasons:
1. I had a whole super full of drawn
comb and had no spare drawn comb
of the right size for a brood box;
2. As it was now late in the season, I
did not want to give the colony too
much work to do before the winter.
These bees are survivors that have
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lived for the past 4 or 5 years on very limited space so my guess was that they
wouldn't fill the whole super before the winter.
We then put the other super, the one with the stores, on the top.
By this point the smoker was working again but the bees' behaviour was just awful.
I tried to take some photos of the inside of the
hive but as I had my gloves on, my phone did
not take the photos. (I was definitely not
taking my gloves off!)
We then left the bees in peace but had to
walk a long way to stop them following us.
They were attacking us in a way I have never
had from my own bees.
The hive is viable and productive which I
did not think it was when we first looked at it.
However, the colony's temperament means
this is not a queen I would choose to keep.
My thoughts are to leave her alone over the
winter and requeen early in the spring. I
don’t think they will need feeding for the
winter as they have so many stores, but I will
check them in mid-winter to ensure they still
have enough stores and feed if necessary. I
think a Bailey comb change in the spring to
get them onto fresh comb will be the most sensible solution to sort out the state of
the hive.
If anyone has any better solutions as to how to deal with this hive we would
welcome your comments.

FOR ALL YOUR BEEKEEPING NEEDS

ADAMS

homehardware
At 164 Fore Street, Exeter
Top quality equipment
Hives, frames, foundations and tools.

Main agents for E.H.THORNE
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE
For personal service ring 01392 272877 : Email adamsofcrediton@btinternet.com
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Book Review
Silent Earth: Averting the Insect Apocalypse
Helen Tworkowski
Many of you will be familiar with the other books
by Dave Goulson, Professor of Biology at the
University of Sussex, such as A Sting in the Tail and
The Garden Jungle. You will therefore know he is an
excellent communicator and advocate for insects.
This book evokes in its title Rachel Carson’s Silent
Spring. The message is not new: there is a shocking
decline in insect populations in recent decades. It is
a book with strong scientific credentials. It is
beautifully written and very readable. The book
covers why insects are declining, no surprise there,
and ends with what we can do. Yes, you!
At the end of each chapter there is a short piece
about a single species of insect. Something to
cleanse the palette between courses.
If you are looking for a fuzzy, happy ever after,
book, don’t read this. This book is a call to action. If there is ever a time to change
and take action, it is now.

What’s Happening Here?
Look closely - what can
you see? This photo
was taken by Ian Duncan
of Tiverton Branch while
he was carrying out a
routine apiary inspection
at the beginning of
September.
He found this vole in
the grass under one of
his hives.
There were two varroa
mites on its head. Ian
removed one, but then
thought to capture this
picture with his camera
before removing the
second one.
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Topical Tips
Chris Utting - Master Beekeeper
What to do with those wet supers? If stored wet then this will discourage the
destructive efforts of the wax moth. But by next Spring the traces of honey will start to
ferment. The books tell you that this is bad for the colony and will encourage
dysentery. I have added fermenting honey in this form to my colonies for several
years and found there is not a problem. Alternatively, you can return the supers to
the colony in the Autumn for the colony to clean up. But the dry supers must be
carefully stored away from pests. I have a large chest freezer for this purpose. I only
freeze the frames of comb for about three days to kill off unwanted bugs and then
turn the freezer off.
A warm Autumn allows the Apiguard to be applied efficiently. The dose is
temperature dependent needing an ambient temperature of at least 15°C. Place one
sachet on top of the brood frames for 14 days and the second sachet for the same
period. This method controls not only the exposed Varroa mites but also those that
emerge from a sealed drone cell on the 24 days after the drone egg was laid.
Now is the time to take the samples of 30 bees to be examined for the presence of
Nosema spores. Treatment using the antibiotic Fumidil B is no longer available but
both Vitafeed Gold or Nozevit claim to be an organic control.
When scraping wax off a crown board, work on the distant wax first and always
scrape in the direction of the wood grain and not across it.
If you get a small bee-sized hole in your veil this can quickly be repaired by
applying two pieces of Sellotape on either side of the hole.
Before it gets too cold to work in the garden shed, check the spare wooden
equipment. Scrape, brush and scorch then re-nail or glue the joints and fill the gaps
ready for next year. Do not scorch too much; just enough to lightly tan the wood. Any
more will damage the integrity.

Letters to the Editor
In the August 2021 of Beekeeping, on page 142, The Grandmother Hypothesis by
Jeremy Barnes, the last paragraph reads Incidentally we are the only mammals who
outlive our reproductive capacity.
This is not factually correct. Killer whales and Pilot Whales have a post
reproductive phase after menopause.
Rachel Dixon, Exeter Branch
Regarding the piece in the September issue about the Rowcorft Apiary, I didn’t
know it existed! I have lived in the Bay for the past 20 years and as with most locals
(over a certain age) have known of someone who has had a link to the facility. So I
have spoken to the owners of NBS and we are donating 100 seconds frames and
some other bits and pieces.
Lisa McNally, National Bee Supplies Manager
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MAISEMORE APIARIES LTD
Manufacturers & Suppliers of Beekeeping Equipment

OLD ROAD, MAISEMORE, GLOUCESTER, GL2 8HT
TEL: 01452 700289
sales@bees-online.co.uk www.woodenbriquettes.co.uk www.woodenbriquettes.co.uk
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Devon Beekeepers Virtual Honey Show 2021
Liz Westcott
Good news! There is still time to prepare and enter the Virtual Honey Show. The
closing date has been extended to 30 November.
So if you have designed your own imaginative honey label, taken a fabulous photo
of a bee, grown some beautiful bee-friendly flowers or created an impressive piece of
embroidery just pick up your phone, take a photo and email it to
lizwestcott@me.com. Please state the class you are entering, your name and
branch.
The results will be announced in the February edition of this magazine and will also
be posted on the Devon Beekeepers website.
I look forward to receiving your entries!
Class 1:
Class 2:
Class 3:
Class 4:
Class 5:
Class 6:
Class 7:
Class 8:
Class 9:
Class 10:
Class 11:
Class 12:
Class 13:
Class 14:
Class 15:
Class 16:
Class 17:
Class 18:
Class 19:

A honey label
4 ornamental objects made of beeswax
Photograph
Children’s photography, 8 years and under
Please see the
Children’s photography, 9-16 years of age
Devon Beekeepers
Technical photograph
website for full details
An item of beekeeping equipment
of the Schedule.
A painting or drawing
Children’s painting or drawing, 8 years and under
Children’s painting or drawing, 9-16 years of age
A 3D art object
Item of sewing or embroidery
Flower arrangement
A decorated planter or wheelbarrow
Don’t forget the
Poetry
children’s classes Children’s poetry, 8 years and under
Poetry, Photography
Children’s poetry, 9-16 years
and Art.
Decorated cupcake
Poster

Taunton & District Beekeepers'
Annual Auction of Secondhand Beekeeping Equipment
is due to take place at Ruishton Village Hall, Taunton, TA3 5JD
on Sunday 10 October
Items for the auction will be received at the Village Hall from 10am to 1.30pm
and the sale gets underway at 2pm.
Devon members are invited to bring along items for sale, and to buy.
For more information contact Barbara Drakeford,
tauntonsecretary@somesetbeekeepers.org.uk, 01823 490811
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More Thoughts on Virus Controls
Graham Kingham
The article about Chronic Bee Paralysis Virus (CBPV) in the August issue of
Beekeeping magazine provoked some thoughts from other beekeepers as to
alternative methods of dealing with this disease that is becoming more prevalent in
the UK.
Commercial bee farmers will often shake the bees from
an infected hive off their frames, a few metres away from
the infected hive. The theory being that only the healthy
bees will return leaving the diseased ones behind. By
reducing the volume of bees in the hive this method might
also help prevent some transmission of the virus caused by
overcrowding. This has some merit but it takes several days
before the trembling and loss of flight due to nerve damage
takes place, so some of the returning bees might still be
infected.
Another method that has been tried and has some
empirical evidence of its success is to remove the bottom
floor mesh allowing the diseased bees to fall out of the hive
completely. By placing an empty tray underneath you can
monitor the drop and remove the dead bees daily. The hives
trialled have gone on to be productive later in the year. One
codicil has to be that this will only work in the early months
of beekeeping - April, May and early June - before robbing
can occur by other bees and wasps. As this disease is on
the increase any methods that work or help to prevent the
spread should be investigated and trialled; no one solution
will work every time.
Unfortunately, another virus, Sacbrood, has been noticed
this year by several beekeepers. Normally this is a minor
problem and the bees seem to deal with it by removing the
dead larvae; they form brown Chinese slipper-like shapes
inside the cells as they dry out.
In larger numbers the larvae fail to develop and the
colony is reduced down in size. Requeening is a method to
help control the spread, using a queen that has a better
genetic makeup which offers some resistance to the virus.
So if you raise your queens they might not have much
resistance to the disease.
We are told that locally raised queens are best suited to
their environmental conditions and not to import foreign
stock. Is there a need for local associations to raise more
queens for their members? With requeening being one
answer to some problems, perhaps more hybrid queens
are needed rather than the Buckfast type!
Evidence of Sacbrood
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A Sweet Diversion
Jeremy Barnes
It's a prime ingredient in countless substances from sodas to coffee, from building
materials to paper products, cement to glue, from bioplastics to bee hives, and it can
extend the life of fresh cut flowers. Consumed at a rate in excess of one hundred
pounds per person per year in the US, it's as addictive as nicotine and just as
poisonous. So argued William Dufty in Sugar Blues, the dietary classic of 1975.
Dufty, who also wrote Billie Holiday's biography, Lady Sings the Blues, labelled sugar
a narcotic, defined as a drug that dulls the senses. "Heroin is nothing but a chemical,”
he wrote. “They take the juice of the poppy and they refine it into opium and then
they refine it to morphine and finally to heroin. Sugar is nothing but a chemical. They
take the juice of the cane or the beet and then refine it to molasses and then they
refine it to brown sugar and finally to strange white crystals.”
Dufty, who was a veteran of WWII, an award-winning investigative journalist and an
editorial assistant at The New York Post, died in 2002, aged 86. He had and still has
his critics, not least for what is described as a stylistic pungence (for example, Lady
Sings the Blues opens with “Mom and Pop were just a couple of kids when they got
married. He was 18, she was 16, and I was three”) and hyperbole, but his passion
was undeniable. For many, the impact of Sugar Blues is comparable to Rachel
Carson’s Silent Spring.
Data are important yet one should not
ignore the role of intuition. More than two
www.thebeeshop.co.uk
years ago my intuition, piqued by Dr Tom
Seeley’s work on feral colonies, questioned
the role of sugar syrup in managed honey
Quality Beekeeper
bee colonies - it seemed to be yet another
Clothing
example of managing bees for the benefit of
At Affordable Prices
the beekeeper rather than for the health of
the bees - and I elected to stop feeding
sugar syrup entirely for five years and to
Full Suits,
monitor the results. The initial results in
terms of over-wintering rates and varroa
Smocks, Bee Vests &
infestations have been sufficiently
Veils
encouraging to prompt a search for
Full
Adult
Beekeeper Suit
collaborative evidence.
from
£55
(free
postage)
It’s challenging to identify exactly when it
became common cause to feed sugar syrup
Email:
to honey bees, but the initial impetus is
michaeljohnduckett@gmail.com
undeniable. Commercial beekeepers
argued that simple economics made it
impractical to let the bees consume their
own honey; it was more profitable to sell the
honey and feed an artificial substitute.
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What was an economic choice for commercial beekeepers has now become
accepted as common practice for almost all beekeepers, for which, perhaps, there
are consequences we have not fully considered.
Sugar is sugar, you might argue, but the associated nutrients of white sugar and
honey are significantly different. Take enzymes, for example, which are proteins that
act as biological catalysts which in turn accelerate chemical reactions. For aeons
honey bees have been gathering nectar, mixing it with their own special enzymes
such as invertase and protease, and placing it in cells where, even after capping, the
enzymes continue to work. Foragers also add enzymes to pollen that cause it to
interact with honey (bee bread contains more than 8,000 recorded micro-organisms)
which the bees can assimilate better and is thus more nutritious for the brood.
Just as we cannot live without the micro-organisms and flora living in our intestines,
neither can the bees, and in the latter case this combination of bacteria, enzymes
and fungi has taken millennia to develop.
There are many charts comparing sugar and honey, and using the one in
David Heaf’s latest publication, the former has a different pH and lacks the enzymes
evident in honey. Changing the pH in a hive by feeding sugar syrup affects the finely
tuned balance of the honey bee world and weakens the colony, not least by enabling
pesticides and fungicides to reduce the quality of bee bread. Dr May Berenbaum has
shown that there are substances in honey, by contrast, that increase the activity of
genes that break down potentially toxic substances such as pesticides and
fungicides. When a laboratory in New Zealand studied directly how differing food
sources have different influences on the digestive tracts of bees, it was no surprise
that honey was the least harmful. The worst was sugar syrup, made even more so if
yeast or malt was added. So what is the impact on the bees of feeding sugar syrup
in conjunction with pollen patties that contain yeast or malt?
Another three-year study measured the life span of three groups of bees, each of
which was fed only honey, sugar or acid invert syrup. The average lifespan of bees
fed only honey was 27 days compared to 21 days for the group fed sugar and 12
days for the third group. In other words, feeding only sugar reduced the lifespan of a
honey bee by 6 days or, in this case, 23 per cent, compared to feeding only honey.
The theory is that, besides the enzymes, the minerals in honey are vital
supplements to the proteins derived from pollen and are crucial to healthy larval
development. By contrast, white sugar often retains a residue of chemicals from the
processing plant.
So what does honey have that sugar does not? Both are carbohydrates, the
glycemic index is similar and sugar has 29% more calories, but what sugar lacks
entirely are probiotic bacteria such as lactobacillus, as well as the bacteria that inhibit
the growth of EFB and AFB; phytochemical, polyphenols and flavonoids with
antimicrobial activity; macro-elements like calcium, magnesium, potassium, sodium
and chlorine; 47 trace elements (although trace and macro-elements are present in
the water used to make syrup;) non-protein amino acids like the phagostimulants
found in nectar; and vitamin C and six B vitamins.
Dr Gene Robinson studied gene activity in response to feeding honey, sucrose and
corn syrup. The activity of hundreds of genes were changed by sucrose and corn
syrup, in particular activities linked to protein metabolism, brain-signalling and
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immune defence. The first two are important but the questions begged by the third
include are we compromising the immune defence system of bees by feeding sugar,
which makes them less able to confront the diseases transmitted by varroa mites?
And might one criteria for raising varroa-resistant queens be a natural diet without
either supplements or sugar?
Clearly much work needs to be done. The latest US BIP survey, for example,
suggests that there is little difference in outcomes between beekeepers who feed
their colonies and those who do not, but the survey questions over the years seem to
designate ‘supplementary products’ as Honey-B-Healthy, Vita Feed Gold and ApiGo
rather than as white sugar syrup. Does giving honey back to the hive count as
supplementary feeding? That is what at least three of my colleagues do.
This citizen science project is a smaller part of what David Papke and I are calling
Restorative Beekeeping, which is the api-equivalent of Regenerative Agriculture and
in which we are attempting to reconstruct those criteria that honey bees have
developed over millions of years together with the necessary management
techniques that have largely been diminished since the Industrial Revolution. In my
later years I have become more of a scout than a warrior (as described in last
month’s essay) with the objective not to defend the status quo so much as to
understand its origins and implications, as honestly and accurately as I can, even if
it's inconvenient or unpleasant.
The downside of the warrior mindset is that there are winners and losers, victors
and vanquished, competition rather than co-operation, short term gains and long
term deficiencies. Honey bees managed themselves for 99.9997% of their history,
and they haven’t exactly found comfort and well-being in our recent intervention.
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2021 BBKA Practical Assessments
Tim Allen, DBKA Examinations Secretary
The following people have successfully passed the BBKA practical assessments
this year. Congratulations to them all and thanks to the three assessors who were
kept very busy during the summer months.
Bee Health Certificate
David Packham, Cathy Mudge, Caroline Taverner - all from Exeter Branch
Basic Assessment
Lesley Broom, Marion Coleman, Sarah Collins*, Lucy-Ann Hewerdine*,
Nicola Langley*, Morgan Shore* Sue Stokes*, Simon White* - all from
East Devon Branch.
Carleigh Boyce*, Luke Boyce**, Justine Colton*, Kate Crozier, Stephanie Mills**,
Nicolette Overy*, Danny Spence**, Kelly Spence** - all from Tavistock Branch
* Credit (awarded if the total mark is 75% or greater
** Distinction (awarded if the total mark is 90% or greater)

The 90th National Honey Show will be held on
21st - 23rd October 2021 at
Sandown Park Racecourse, Esher, Surrey, KT10 9AJ
Admission by prebooked tickets only. Booking window closes 11th October.
For more details and a copy of schedule see www.honeyshow.co.uk

BeeInspired...
BeeInformed...

BeeCraft
O C TO B E R 2 0 2 1

£3.95

THE INDEPENDENT VOICE OF BRITISH BEEKEEPING

Treat someone you know
this Christmas with the gift
that keeps on giving...
a year’s subscription to BeeCraft
Order before 30 November 2021
to get this year’s prices
Last date for Christmas delivery
16 December 2021
GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS
START WITH JANUARY 2022

www.bee-craft.com
Deciphering the dance
Refining von Frisch’s
marvellous discovery

BeeCraft lectures
New research at the
National Honey Show

Queen rearing. The finale
and a new beginning
The world bee of
the future?

To subscribe bee-craft.com/christmas
Visit bee-craft.com/shop for our full range of books and related publications
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Diary Dates
Members may attend meetings of any Branch, but it is advisable to check the details with
the Branch Secretary first. Contact details are:
East Devon

eastdevonbk.co.uk

01404 841629

Exeter

exeterbeekeepers.org.uk

01392 832956

Holsworthy

holsworthybeekeepers.org.uk

01237 440165

Newton Abbot

nabk.org.uk

rmountford@fordergardens.co.uk

North Devon

northdevonbees.org

secretary@northdevonbees.org

Okehampton

okehamptonbee.co.uk

01363 82361

Plymouth

plymouthbeekeepers.btck.co.uk

01752 338279

Tavistock

events.tavistockbeekeepers@gmail.com

07709 977646

Tiverton

tivertonbeekeepers.org.uk

01363 860252

Torbay

tbbk.co.uk

01803 844804

Totnes &
Kingsbridge

totnesandkingsbridgebeekeepers.com

01803 866028

October
Sat 2nd - Sun 3rd

North Devon

Apple Weekend & Taste of Devon Show (RHS Garden
Rosemoor, Torrington)

Mon 11th

7:30pm

Holsworthy

Hazel Vallis Foul Brood (The Stables Chilsworthy)

Thu 14th

7:30pm

East Devon

Lynne Ingram Honey Fraud and Marketing via Zoom (tbc)

Mon 18th

7:30pm

Exeter

Mary Montaut from Ireland Plants and Pollinators via Zoom
(Contact Cathy Mudge, Secretary)

Wed 20th

7:30pm

Tiverton

Annual General Meeting (Uplowman Village Hall)

Wed 20th

7:30pm

Tiverton

Guest Speaker (tbc) (Uplowman Village Hall)

Wed 20th

7:30pm

Tavistock

Derek Mitchell Hive Insulation via Zoom

Thu 21st

7:30pm

Plymouth

Q&A Evening with Martin Hann and Clare Densley via Zoom

Thu 4th

7:30pm

East Devon

Branch AGM via Zoom (tbc)

Sun 7th

2:00pm

North Devon

Branch AGM (Castle Centre, Barnstaple)

Mon 8th

7:30pm

Holsworthy

Branch AGM (The Stables, Chilsworthy)

Wed 10th

7:30pm

Totnes &
Kingsbridge

AGM and Picture Quiz (via Zoom)

Wed 17th

7:30pm

Tavistock

Branch AGM via Zoom

Wed 20th

7:30pm

Tiverton

Annual General Meeting (Uplowman Village Hall)

Tue 23rd

7:00pm

Exeter

Branch AGM with Richard Ball Updates from DARG via
Zoom (details as above)

7:30pm

East Devon

Christmas Meet-up and Design a Honey Label via Zoom
(tbc)

November

December
Thu 2nd

1
We have BRAND NEW
beekeeping tutorials on our
YouTube channel. Scan here to
watch!

WHY CHOOSE OUR POLY HIVES
THIS WINTER?

FROM
£173.95
*Flat pack
frames &
foundation

Our national poly hives are made from single moulded
high density polystyrene. They provide excellent thermal
qualities, helping to keep hive temperature more
constant, sheilding bees from the worst of the heat in
summer and keeping it warm during winter!
Superior insulation against the elements
Hive is delivered assembled (Except Frame
& Foundation where this option is chosen)
Easy to paint
Ideal to use all year round
Economical

PREPARE FOR WINTER - TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
B.S. FRAMES WITH SECONDS TOP BARS!
Our craftsmen take huge pride in the quality of all our products and
everything has to meet their exacting standards. Sometimes a product
they’ve made will be functionally sound but have small cosmetic
imperfections. Save money by buying our flat pack frames with seconds top
bars and perfect side and bottom bars.

FROM
ONLY
£12.45

Available in shallow, deep and 14x12 for National and WBC Hives. Pack sizes 10, 50 and 100

WE'LL BE AT THE NATIONAL HONEY
SHOW!
Make sure to visit us at our stand
on 21st to 23rd October

www.beekeeping.co.uk

0344 326 2010

info@beekeeping.co.uk

Hameldown Rd, Exeter Rd Ind Estate, Okehampton EX20 1UB

Devon Beekeepers
Virtual Honey Show 2021
Closing Date extended to 30 November
All entries are by photograph
to be submitted by email to
lizwestcott@me.com

No entry fee, no prizes
Certificates for first, second and third
Full details of all classes: requirements, judges, etc,
are on Devon Beekeepers’ website
www.devonbeekeepers.org.uk
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